


Asher’s friends are tired of him being a virgin,
 as his birthday approaches, 

they seek out help from a female friend 
behind his back.



This story is centered around our main character Asher. Asher’s friends are tired of him being a virgin, as his birthday approaches, they seek 
help from a female friend. Asher, an only child raised by a strong single mother, who I can almost see being played by someone such as Finn 
Wolfhard, is a 16, soon to be 17, polite and heartfelt kid, which is why his friends Jason, Marcus, and Owen all enjoy his company, but he is also 
still considered an “inexperienced virgin” by the troop of friends. On the day before his birthday at their local skate park, Asher’s friend’s decide 
they’ll try to get him some “action” with Owen’s neighbor Ruby... Behind his back! They all decide to pitch in a hundred dollars to pay Owen’s 
friend Ruby for the job. Ruby is a seemingly standoffish young woman who thinks she’s 17 going on thirty, The boys meet up with her. Owen 

leads in convincing Ruby to “help” their friend out for three hundred dollars. 

After some implied apprehension she agrees and the boys tell her their plan, which is for her to coerce Asher into sex, during a small get together 
Owen is hosting for Asher’s birthday. Asher is the only one in the group who needs his mother’s approval to go to the party. At Owen’s house 

party Ruby strikes up a conversation with Asher and leads him into a room, although Asher doesn’t really pick up on her seductive cues. 

When they arrive in the room Ruby kisses Asher, then for a moment he hesitates, and ultimately moves her off of him. Ruby becomes concerned 
as Asher performs this action so abruptly, and even is under the suspicion he might be gay.

After a moment of silence, Asher tell’s Ruby that she’s “better than this.”

Once those words set in, Ruby is drawn to tears and begins to give a modicum of reasons as to why she accepted Owen’s offer.

Asher interrupts these explanations, embraces Ruby with a warm hug, and easies her sorrow and sobbing by saying two final words of our 
motion picture “you’re enough.” 



In this film we will explore the subversion of promiscuous expectations that are associated with 
masculinity in our culture.

Hearing stories in High School and on social media lead me to raise questions about how we’re 
raising young men to grow up believing that sex and intimacy is soley there’s for the taking, and that 

consent can be undefined and or formless in some cases to manipulate and or interpret at will. 

We will also explore themes related to rising above becoming a byproduct of negative 
social situations and or environments.



The films visual style is very akin to films such as 

KIDS (1995), mid90s (2018), and will feature a 

distinct mixture of low-fidelity aesthetics & high-

fidelity imagery. 

Visual explorations of sexuality in this film will not be 

explicit.

Nothing beyond what you’d might expect to see in 

a PG-13 Micheal Bay film for example, would be 

present.
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